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Multi-colored MonuMent clearly  
reflects local culture and industry

S T r u c T u r a l

™



The monument, sited on a roundabout on avenida cir-

cunvalar, near the city’s industrial area, uses a huge steel 

and aluminium frame to support more than 2,000 m2 

(21,500 ft2) of colored laminated safety glass. arranged 

in a harlequin pattern, the glazed panels − in shades of 

red, yellow, green, blue and white − cover the entirety 

of the structure in a multi-colored façade that is both 

complimentary and contrasting to the surrounding area.

Barranquilla, an important colombian seaport flanked 

by the Magdalena river, is the capital of the country’s 

atlántico Department. Well known internationally for 

its enormous carnival, which brings together costumed 

performers, elaborate floats and cumbia music, it was 

also the host location for the 23rd central american 

and caribbean Games.

The monument’s design − by Diana Escorcia Borelly, an 

architect at GA estudio − was chosen by a jury com-

prising representatives from the Ministry of culture, the 

Mayor’s Office, the Modern art Museum of Barranquilla, 

the colombian Society of architects and a representa-

tive from the Tecnoglass group. It was one of more than 

90 entries in a competition that was the brainchild of 

Christian and José Manuel Daes, COO and CEO of the 

Tecnoglass group. Part of the brief for the competition 

was that the design should represent why the city of 

Barranquilla is colombia’s window to the world.

At 48 m high the monument La Ventana al Mundo − or The Window to 
the World − in Barranquilla, Colombia is hard to miss. If its imposing 
size doesn’t wow you, its color scheme certainly will.

Multi-colored MonuMent clearly reflects 
local culture and industry thanks to 
advanced interlayer technology

Arranged in a harlequin pattern, the glazed panels − in shades of red, yellow, green, 
blue and white − cover the entirety of the structure in a multi-colored façade.

B a r r a n q u I l l a / c O l O M B I a



More than 800 glazed panels of glass were required for this project.
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Architects Diana Escorcia Borelly
  Ga estudio
Laminators Tecnoglass
Monument Owner city of Barranquilla
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according to Daes: “One of the requirements for the 

design of the monument was that it had to be made 

of glass and aluminium, which are the main products 

offered by the Tecnoglass Group. Glazing, besides 

showing our identity as a company, allowed us to give 

the project the distinctiveness that the architect 

wanted to achieve for the monument: a striking, cheer-

ful, colorful and innovative design that represents the 

cultural heritage of Barranquilla and the character of 

its caribbean people.” 

Due to its height and the environmental conditions, 

laminated safety glass was essential to not only offer 

the necessary strength, but also the longevity and clar-

ity required to help ensure its remains as vibrant a 

landmark as possible for as long as possible. For this 

reason, the engineers turned to leading interlayer sup-

plier Trosifol™. Two interlayers from the company’s 

comprehensive portfolio were chosen for their specific 

functional and aesthetic capabilities.



The monument uses a huge steel and aluminium frame to support 
more than 2,000 m2 (21,500 ft2) of colored laminated safety glass.

For the top and horizontal surfaces of the monument a 

1.52 mm SentryGlas® ionoplast interlayer was deployed, 

sandwiched between two 6 mm low-iron glass panes; 

while at the bottom, a 1.52 mm SentryGlas®  interlayer 

was used, between 6 mm and a 4 mm panes. For the 

main body a 1.14 mm Trosifol® ultra clear polyvinyl 

butyral (PVB) interlayer was used between two 4 mm 

panes, with the coloration being delivered by a colored 

100% ceramic frit on side four of the laminated pan-

els. In both cases, as well as for their post-breakage 

strength and environmental performance, these inter-

layers were chosen for their industry-leading edge sta-

bility and, in the case of the Trosifol® ultra clear, its 

optical performance, in order to deliver the truest and 

most vibrant colors possible from the colored frit.

According to Diana Escorcia Borelly: “Glazing was the 

main aesthetic component of the design. The combina-

tion of colors − and the reflections of the surround-

ings − gave to the monument a perfect look; allowing 

observers to enjoy it and feel it just the way it was 

planned during the design process. It was important 

that we used laminated safety glass, because due to 

the monument’s height, it could also attract lightning.”

Daes adds: “Besides offering safety and color durabil-

ity, laminated glass was the only kind of glass that ful-

fils the technical requirements for this kind of project. 

Our team of engineers at Tecnoglass considered that 

laminated glass offered a wide range of benefits, such 

as safety, durability, and resistance to strong winds. 

Besides offering strength, impact resistance and 

superior environmental performance, these particu-

lar interlayers were also chosen to give us the visual 

impact we were looking for.

“More than 800 panels of glass were required for this 

project,” he continues, “60 % of the glass panels were 



Besides offering safety and color durability, laminated 
glass was the only kind of glass that fulfils the technical 
requirements for this kind of project.
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a standard 1 m x 2.10 m rectangular 

shape, while, due to the inclined design 

of the monument, the remaining 40 % 

of the panels exhibited different shapes 

and dimensions. as in all constructions 

we undertake, for this project we per-

formed structural design calculations 

that meet the safety requirements of 

the local construction law.

“laminated glass is an industry trans-

former,” Daes concludes, “because it’s 

capable of providing durability, high 

performance and multiple functional 

benefits, such as safety, security and 

sound control, as well as hurricane and 

blast resistance. Indeed, the monu-

ment is able to resist winds of up to 

200 km/h. During the design and con-

Trosifol™ is the global leader in PVB and ionoplast interlayers for 
laminated safety glass in the architectural segment. With the 
broadest product portfolio Trosifol™ offers outstanding solutions: 

	structural: Trosifol® Extra Stiff (ES) PVB and SentryGlas® ionoplast interlayer

	acoustic: Trosifol® Sc Monolayer and Multilayer for sound insulation

	uv control: from full uV protection to natural uV transmission

	ultraclear: lowest Yellowness Index in industry

	decorative & design: black & white, colored & printed interlayers

struction process, Kuraray gave us very valuable advice on which 

interlayer was the best option for this project.”

This project highlights the flexibility and capabilities of Trosifol™ 

interlayers and their ability to be deployed in a wide variety of dif-

ferent applications. This monument demands the same functional, 

safety and aesthetic capabilities as any other architectural project 

and, as such, will be a highlight on the city’s horizon for many years 

to come.
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For further products of the Kuraray Group, please visit www.kuraray.com. 

You can find further information about our Trosifol® products at www.trosifol.com.

trosifol@kuraray.com 
www.trosifol.com 

Kuraray America, Inc.
PVB Division
Wells Fargo Tower
2200 concord Pike, Ste. 1101
Wilmington, DE 19803, USA
+ 1 800 635 3182 

Kuraray Europe GmbH
PVB Division
Muelheimer Str. 26
53840 Troisdorf 
Germany
+ 49  2241 2555 220

Kuraray Co., Ltd
PVB Division
1-1-3, Otemachi
chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo, 100-8115
Japan
+ 81 3 6701 1508

Disclaimer:
copyright © 2018 Kuraray. all rights reserved. 
Trosifol®, SentryGlas® and Butacite® are registered trademarks of Kuraray co., ltd. and its affiliates. The information, recommendations and details given in 
this document have been compiled with care and to our best knowledge and belief. They do not entail an assurance of properties above and beyond the product 
specification. The user of our products is responsible for ensuring that the product is suitable for the intended use and conforms to all relevant regulations. 
Kuraray co., ltd. and its affiliates do not accept any guarantee or liability for any errors, inaccuracies or omissions in this document. Butacite® polyvinyl butyral 
(PVB) film is sold in North & South America and the Asia Pacific region. In EMEA, Kuraray only sells Trosifol® and Butacite® G PVB interlayers. 
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